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Abstract 

In India, voters are regularly seen as being one-sided for gatherings that guarantee to speak to their rank. We 

fuse this rank predisposition into voter inclinations and inspect its impact on the distributive approaches and 

defilement practices of the two noteworthy political gatherings in the North Indian province of Uttar 

Pradesh (U.P.). We start with a straightforward party and caste specific model to demonstrate that rank 

predisposition makes political gatherings wander in their strategy stages and effects on corruptions.The 

electoral success of lower-caste political parties has transformed India’s democratic polity over the past two 

decades. This paper is the outcome of extensive ethnographic investigations of the Bahujan Samaj Party 

(BSP), India’s most successful Dalit party, in country’s most populous state, Uttar Pradesh (UP). The BSP 

commanded a majority of seats in the Uttar Pradesh state legislature between 2007 and 2012. The paper 

seeks to investigate how the election of a Dalit-led party affected power relations between elite and 

subaltern social groups. There is considerable convergence between the material interests and the subjective 

identity perceptions informing caste-based political agency.We then develop the model to influence it to 

compare all the more intently to political reality by consolidating class-based redistributive approaches. We 

utilize study information from U.P. that we gathered in 2017-2018 to adjust voter inclinations and other 

model parameters. We at that point numerically tackle for the model's equilibria, and lead a counterfactual 

examination to gauge strategies without rank predisposition. Our model predicts that the BahujanSamaj 

Party (BSP) would be fundamentally less degenerate in a world without standing based inclinations. 
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Introduction 

At the national dimension, just about a large portion of the seats in parliament are held by occupants, and 

many sitting M.P.s are not re-designated in progressive decisions [1]. We propose a model that tends to 

these inquiries in the Indian political framework. Vital to our model is some level of "station predisposition" 

in voter inclinations. By this we imply that subjects have an inclination to vote in favor of the gathering that 

they see as best speaking to their standing, free of the strategy that the gathering is proposing. Such 

inclination has been generally seen in voter conduct, and respondents in decision overviews effectively 

relate position bunches with specific equalities. The trouble in clarifying discretionary results dependent on 

such character governmental issues lies in seeing how parties collect votes from outside their position base, 

an inquiry we center upon here [2].  

We start by utilizing our study information to appraise the predisposition of every position towards every 

one of the four noteworthy gatherings challenging races in U.P. as of late. Two of these, the Indian National 

Congress (INC) and the BharatiyaJanata Party (BJP), are national dimension gatherings, and we expect that 

their approaches are resolved exogenously at the national dimension. We gauge the gatherings' strategies 

utilizing reactions to inquiries in our overview which asked voters how each gathering appropriates benefits 

over the distinctive classes. In spite of the fact that the challenge for power in U.P. has been four-cornered 

since the 1990s, the fight in statelevel decisions was progressively between the two local gatherings, the 

BahujanSamaj Party (BSP) and the Samajwadi Party (SP), who won total dominant parts in the U.P. State 
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Assembly decisions in 2007 and 2012, individually. We demonstrate our political amusement by enabling 

these two gatherings to pick approaches deliberately [3].  

Our paper makes both a methodological and an experimental commitment to the writing on multi-

dimensional strategy decision in aggressive political conditions, for example, India. Vaishnav[4] contends 

that in political wards held for specific standings, position divisions are less striking, and in this manner it is 

more outlandish that parties set up applicants with a criminal foundation. We trust this is a sensible 

demonstrating decision since, near the time of our examination, the BSP, which is distinguished as the 

gathering of the "Booked Castes," rose to control despite the fact that these ranks frame just 21% of the 

state's population. 

Literature Review 

Contemporary anthropological work on urban Indian society reveals the extent to which the Indian city is 

both a “product and producer of particularly political alignments, economic sectors and social structures” 

[5]. The meanings of space emerge from on-going struggles for access to resources and the particular 

constellations of social relations in a given geographic setting [6]. 

Urbanisation, [7] argues, has allowed caste patriotism to flourish. Cities enable diverse caste groups to 

obtain the necessary economic resources and cultural capital for political and cultural mobilisations. 

NandiniGooptu maintains that, during the early twentieth century, the construction of new identities and 

political vocabularies during a time of urban transformation was crucial to the urban poor’s response to 

changing power relations [8]. Reinvented identities allowed the urban poor to redefine “their subjectivity as 

political actors” and reconceptualise “their own capabilities as human agents” (Ibid.). 

Similar processes exist in contemporary India. Kaveri Gill argues that the intersection between shared caste 

identity and a particular urban occupational niche enables political agency amongst urban Dalits in Delhi. 

Amongst the city’s Khatiks, business-owners and political actors used caste as the basis for collective action 

in the plastic recycling industry. This allowed for collective action that overcame class-stratification. 

Consequently, the community has been able to withstand elite-driven legislation which sought to outlaw 

their allegedly “dirty” business [9]. The owners of large enterprises, marginal business owners, workers and 

Congress Party legislators activated their caste identity in order to protect their livelihood. Caste networks 

provided a section of the urban poor with powerful patrons “through whom they are able to successfully 

mediate and influence state policy. 

The literature of urban governance in the Indian contexts points to the fragmentation of the institutions 

responsible for governing cities [10,11] as well as the considerable inadequacy of resources provided to 

urban local bodies given their assigned role in providing basic goods and services like water, electricity or 

housing. These accounts reflect a broader critique on the manner in which the devolution of power to city 

governments has been incomplete. State governments lack any serious desire to cede control of strategic 

resources offered by cities, particularly larger wealth-creating ones [11]. 

The relative weakness of city-level institutions, particularly those composed of elected representatives – and 

the confusions about departmental and geographic jurisdictions places major constraints on urban residents’ 

abilities to assign responsibility for service provision and properly channel their grievances towards the 

local agents of the state. This is particularly the case for poorer urban residents, who are far more likely to 

vote in municipal elections than their wealthier counterparts, but who are less able to influence the decision-

making processes that directly impact their lives and livelihoods in the city [12]. 
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These mediating networks, these scholars argue, should be seen as routine rather than aberrations to the 

functioning of the state. Mediators can therefore distort the outcomes of state policies as local interests can 

“depending on their bargaining power or hold over the bureaucracy, influence the application of legislation” 

[13]. These networks have complicated outcomes for the urban poor who are able to gain state resources 

through such political intermediaries. However, this results in a “somewhat effective, personal and 

compromised citizenship” that is marked by relations of “patronage, inequalityand money” [14]. This is a 

system where poor urban residents rely on political actors to access basic state services. Their dependence 

on hierarchical patronage channels reinforces the control of political actors who work to influence the local 

bureaucracy in order to develop control over the distribution of state resources. 

Caste and Democratic Politics in the Indian Context 

The politicisation of caste has played a crucial role in the so-called deepening of Indian democracy by 

facilitating the increased participation of previously excluded groups into the political process. The trade 

guilds and kinship networks which articulate caste identity form basic units for political agency in urban 

India, and caste-based networks of reciprocity sit at the heart of the local state in India. Market-based 

growth and economic liberalisation appears to have rearranged rather than eroded the institution of caste. 

Sociologists and political scientists observe how new employment opportunities in towns and cities have 

enabled landless Dalits to break free from the subjugation of socially dominant landowners. This is a view 

endorsed by Dalit political entrepreneurs like Kanshi Ram, who viewed subaltern urban migrants as a 

vanguard for social revolution. The education and employment provided by urban migration shaped a new 

post-independence Dalit consciousness, which catalysed caste-based democratic mobilisation in both urban 

and rural North India. 

The Yadav political elite combined their upward social mobility with a reinvention of their genealogies of 

descent. Ascendant Yadav elites produced a horizontal caste identity that is effectively deployed to mobilise 

political support to win elections. Michuletti notes that Yadav politicians seek legitimacy through the 

evocation of the political skills of the Krishna, the divine cow-herd and warrior God. For politically active 

Yadavs, “particular value is given to masculinity, bravery, political skills, morality and the abilities of 

statecraft, all of which are qualities that contemporary Yadavs are said to have inherited from their ancestor 

Krishna”. This idiom plays an important role in mobilising the Yadavs as a political unit, and allows them to 

enjoy the material and status benefits that flow from access to political power. 

The core voters of the BSP, and the party’s more recent upper-caste supporters shared a common interest in 

ending the muscular politics of the Yadavs, which allowed for Yadav dominance at the expense of upper 

castes and Dalits. As Dipankar Gupta argues, “When castes come together, they do so because they believe 

that their secular interests coincide, which is why it makes good political sense to cement an alliance” [15]. 

Moreover, Gupta challenges the argument that Indian voters solely on the basis of caste identity and argues 

instead that the empirical data indicates many instances of mismatch between caste loyalty and voting 

behaviour. Gupta points out that the proportion of Jats never exceeded 8 per cent of the population in 

Western UP, a region of considerable Jat domination. Their dominance, Gupta argues, stemmed from the 

fact that the Jats were the “best organised and economically the strongest peasant caste in that region” 

(Ibid.). 

Caste Identity in Contemporary Urban India 

Collective action based on ascriptive ethnic identities also provides poorer social groups with political 

agency. Kanshi Ram, the founder of the BahujanSamaj Party (BSP), emphasised the importance of urban 
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migration as a catalyst for the politicisation of subaltern castes. This process involves an explicit appeal to 

caste identity among the poorest urban residents.In the early twentieth century, according to Gooptu, the 

construction of new identities and political vocabularies during a time of urban transformation was crucial 

to the urban poor’s response to changing power relations. Reinvented identities allowed the urban poor to 

redefine “their subjectivity as political actors” and reimagine “their own capabilities as human agents” 

(Ibid.). There is evidence that the interconnectedness between identity formation, socio-economic inequality 

and political action has persisted in contemporary India. Scholarship on urban India predominantly focuses 

on class-based distinctions as constituting the main distinguisher between social groups. This emphasis on 

class to exclusion of caste may be slightly problematic.  

Economic change, urbanisation and the desire for non-agrarian livelihoods have increased the dissociation 

from hereditary occupations. Urban India is often marked by the cohabitation of lower castes/classes 

segregated residentially even if they are proximate to upper caste/upper class areas to which the former 

settlements often provide manual and everyday services (Ibid.). Research on the urban poor indicates that in 

the year 2000, Scheduled Castes Scheduled Tribes (STs) (SCs), Other Backward Castes (OBCs) and 

Muslims accounted for 91per cent of the population living below the urban poverty line in 2000 (Ibid.).  

 

Caste politics, criminality and elections 

The contention can be quickly abridged as pursues. At the point when there is a continuous battle for 

predominance among gatherings and ethnic divisions are especially striking, parties have motivators to 

choose applicants related with guiltiness. This is on the grounds that one of the significant favorable 

circumstances criminal applicants convey to the table is their apparent believability with regards to serving 

standing based interests. Their guiltiness, and their eagerness to utilize even additional lawful strategies to 

get their objectives, strengthens their believability. I develop this rationale underneath to create speculations 

about the variety we are probably going to see in held voting demographics and in direct versus roundabout 

decisions. The rationale of the contention is outlined in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1: Caste politics and criminality in general constituencies 

The center supposition is that the remarkable quality of ethnic cleavages in an electorate differs extensively 

crosswise over reality. One case in which ethnic contrasts are especially remarkable is when there is a 

challenge over neighborhood predominance; that is the point at which numerous contending bunches are 

inconsistent over which amass applies essential command over the switches of political and financial power 

in the voting public. There are two exemplary cases: when a network is attempting to secure, and keep the 

disintegration of, conventional examples of predominance (e.g. the conventional landed upper rank first 

class whose unmistakable quality is tested by lower position strengthening); or where it is attempting to 

combine freshly discovered political and monetary additions, (for example, the upper areas of the regressive 

standings who won an expanding offer of political control in the course of recent decades).  
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Background on the Indian electoral system 

India is a government parliamentary vote based system involved 28 states and 7 Union Territories. At the 

national dimension, there is a bicameral lawmaking body that comprises of the specifically chose LokSabha 

and the in a roundabout way chose RajyaSabha. Each state has its very own prominently chosen state 

gathering (VidhanSabha), and 7 states additionally have in a roundabout way chosen upper houses. The 

information for this paper originates from the 28 state gatherings and the bicameral national lawmaking 

body. Before presenting the information, I quickly give some foundation data on India's constituent 

framework that is significant for this paper.  

Caste reservations 

India's post-Independence constitution is apparently a standout amongst the most forceful in its promise to 

utilizing the intensity of the state to end position based segregation. In spite of the fact that the constitution 

and resulting law set up a wide cluster of governmental policy regarding minorities in society arrangements 

for disappointed minorities, one of the foremost components through which policymakers looked to review 

separation was the reservation of administrative seats for two gatherings: Scheduled Castes (SCs) and 

Scheduled Tribes (STs). In request to secure the privileges of India's most helpless minorities, Sections 330 

and 332 of India's Constitution stipulate that seats in the state congregations and the LokSabha ought to be 

saved for Scheduled Castes or Scheduled Tribes in extent to the number of inhabitants in SCs and STs in the 

state in general.  

India’s bicameral legislature 

At the national dimension, India has a bicameral lawmaking body. The LokSabha, or "Place of the People," 

is the specifically chosen lower place of Parliament, and individuals serve five-year terms (except if early 

decisions are called). The fifteenth LokSabha, chose in 2009, comprises of 543 chose individuals. Seats are 

separated up among India's states in extent to their population. Each parliamentary electorate pursues a 

similar first-past-the-post, single part region arrangement of casting a ballot. The RajyaSabha, or "Chamber 

of States," is the upper place of parliament. Likewise with the LokSabha, seats are partitioned up among the 

states in extent to their populace. The individuals from the RajyaSabha, whose present quality is 245, are 

chosen to six-year terms by the chose individuals from the state authoritative congregations, as per the 

arrangement of relative portrayal by methods for the single transferable vote. Decisions are held biennially, 

with onethird of the seats on the ballot each two years. 

Data 

The essential wellspring of information for this investigation is a database of legitimate affirmations put 

together by contender to the Election Commission of India (ECI) at the season of their designation and 

gathered by the Liberty Institute of New Delhi. The sworn statements contain data about hopefuls' pending 

criminal cases; money related resources and liabilities; and instructive capabilities. Utilizing a Java-based 

content, we extricated this information from a huge number of individual website pages into an unthinkable 

shape reasonable for quantitative investigation. Where conceivable, absent or fragmented information were 

entered by hand utilizing data from the first testimonies. In spite of the fact that the information catch 

pending criminal cases as opposed to feelings, it is significant that hopefuls should just unveil charges that a 

judge has regarded dependable and deserving of legal procedures following autonomous examinations by 

the police and prosecutors. This refinement is essential as it is the contrast between an insignificant claim 

and what we in the United States consider an "arraignment." at the end of the day, a government official 
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need just reveal a charge when a judge has decided there exists adequate proof of bad behavior for formal 

charges to be documented and a criminal legal procedure to commence. The way that applicants should just 

uncover prosecutions decreases the nearness of negligible or minor charges, yet we may even now be 

worried about politically roused charges. Consequently, we further refined the proportion of culpability to 

decrease the danger of incorporating politically persuaded charges in the information by disaggregating 

kinds of charges. Table 1 shows the five most normal "genuine" and "minor" charges from the dataset.  

Table 1: Number of indicted candidates per constituency, by constituency category 

 

 

5. Is culpability among legislators bring down in saved electorates?  

In this area, we assess the speculation that culpability among government officials is bring down in held 

supporters. Rundown insights for the station reservation investigation can be found in Table 2.  

Table 2: Difference of means tests for criminality variables, by constituency category 
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Figure 2 is a basic structured presentation delineating the level of voting public, separated by body 

electorate classification, in which somewhere around one hopeful is representing decision who is arraigned 

on a "genuine" charge. Across all bodies electorate in the dataset, 35 percent contain something like one 

applicant prosecuted on genuine allegations. Yet, there is a lot of heterogeneity crosswise over voting public 

sorts. While open (additionally alluded to as GEN or general) voting public have a culpability rate of very 

nearly 40 percent, just 27 percent of SC bodies electorate and 18 percent of ST voting demographics have 

an arraigned competitor challenging decisions. 

 

Figure 2: Percentage of constituencies with an indicted category wise candidate 

For SC and ST voting demographics, this is a large portion of the story. Contrasted with GEN voting 

demographics, there is a little level of saved voting public that have different prosecuted competitors going 

up against each other. Though about 17 percent of GEN voting public display criminal rivalry, that number 

is around 6 percent in SC bodies electorate and 5 percent in ST voting demographics.  
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5.1 Estimates utilizing staggered displaying  

At that point, we gauge a model including all these voting public dimension factors. The coefficient gauges 

are graphically delineated in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Results from multilevel logistic regressions of criminality on reservation status 

5.2.3 Criminal socioeconomics  

One clear elective clarification for the lower dimensions of culpability saw in held electorates is identified 

with standing contrasts in criminal inclination. On the off chance that SCs or STs are basically less inclined 

to taking part in criminal lead—for social, sociological, financial or different reasons—at that point the 

finding that SC/ST lawmakers are more averse to be prosecuted may not be completely astounding. We can 

test this suggestion with information from the Ministry of Home Affairs on the rank savvy breakdown of 

convicts and those in prison while under-preliminary. Figure 4 independently plots the level of convicts and 

those in prison under-preliminary who are distinguished as SC (ST) against the SC (ST) extent of the 

populace in that state.  
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Figure 4: Percentage of SCs (STs) convicted in jail (left panel) or in jail under trial (right panel)compared to 

the share of SC (ST) population 

Variation inside saved voting public  

The rationale of standing governmental issues in held voting demographics has a dynamic segment, which 

can enable us to comprehend the variety in guiltiness inside saved bodies electorate. In particular, when the 

relative minority offer of the voting public is with the end goal that SCs (STs) wind up critical voters, I 

contend that parties confront a more noteworthy motivation to choose a prosecuted competitor who tries to 

prepare voters by stressing position divisions. At the end of the day, the potential expenses of estranging 

non-SC (ST) voters by handling criminal applicants are exceeded by the advantages of handling a hopeful 

who unequivocally makes star SC/ST rank based interests. To test this theory, we can utilize information 

from the Delimitation Commission on the voting demographic astute SC/ST populace from eight states in 

our dataset that have had present delimitation elections. On distinguish the connection between the minority 

offer of the electorate and the probability of seeing no less than one prosecuted applicant representing race 

(Indicted AC), we can utilize portion weighted nearby polynomial relapse procedures. The outcomes from 

the polynomial relapse can be found in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5: Local polynomial regression of criminality on SC (ST) population share in SC (ST)constituencies 

Conclusions 

This paper investigates the conditions under which parties select hopefuls with genuine criminal records to 

challenge popularity based races in India. Expanding on the current writing, I contend that arraigned 

government officials increase the value of gatherings when they can abuse ethnic divisions in the public eye 

to construct a convincing case that their culpability gives them an edge in serving the interests of their 

kindred co-ethnics.  

This paper additionally makes a few experimental and methodological commitments to the writing. To 

begin with, it utilizes an exceptional dataset that is far reaching in extension, yet contains profoundly 

disaggregated information on the universe of hopefuls challenging races. Concentrating on the panchayat 

level, be that as it may, does not come without costs: doing as such disregards the state and national levels 

of government, which ostensibly assume a more noteworthy job in India's political economy.  
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